Bug Release Notes
K3|pebblestone Cloud (Gen. 2) – October 2020
based on Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central 2020 Wave 2 (v17)
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Introduction
In this release we resolved several bugs which have been reported to us.
Please check these release notes for more details.
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1. K3|pebblestone
7514 Delivery and receipt worksheet | the field "Auto cancel remainder" does not work correctly

Auto cancel remainder changed to be editable in receipt worksheet line.
7982 Exclude Transfer Orders related to consignment from Requisition / Planning Worksheet

Demand of consignment transfer order is already covered by consignment sales order
therefor exclude the consignment transfer or from calculating requisition/planning worksheet.
8351 Measurement is not working anymore

Trying to open the Measurement sheet stops BC from working correctly.
8413 Create Barcode ranges takes a long time processing

I want to create a Barcode range. When I enter the company range it takes a really long time
to process.
8494 Changing season code on item de delivery drop is giving an error (Hestra)

When changing season code on item delivery drop will be emptied on the item.
8496 Purchase order report : bug on show quantity and amount

Quantity and amount was not shown correctly on report.
8621 Error on posting purchase order with item where ordertracking is setup.

When using ordertracking policy on tracking only on an item this gave an error message on
posting a purchase order: variant code must be equal.
8623 When entering a bin content, the second size code takes the value of the size code

When entering a bin content, the second size code takes the value of the size code
8627 Barcode image is not stored when creating the barcodes

The barcode image should be stored when creating the barcodes.
8654 Item Phase Code cannot be changed for an item created by copy item

When you changed an Item Phase Code of an item that was created by copy item an error
occurs.
8657 BOM Components cannot be copied when Assembly BOM Status = Released

Bom component could not be copied when Assembly BOM status = Released
8660 Production journal gives error message on range size

Entering released production order with variant gave error on production journal and posting.
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8739 Ship only with quantity for Transfer order does not work

When there are 2 lines and only qty to ship on first line is filled when you post transfer order
there where 2 lines instead of 1 on the shipment.
8742 Item sizes are not deleted when an item is deleted

When an item is deleted, the item sizes are not deleted
8780 French localization: Upload item gives error when language French in French environment

Upload picture in French localization gave a message. Caused by wrong translations.

2. K3|pebblestone PDM
8513 Measurement set-up is not storing the archive Measurement

When selecting archive measurement on the measurement setup it was not saved.
8608 Measurement is not applying the measurement on all the sizes

When you do not fill anything (0) in the grading matrix the system should apply the
measurement which you fill in on the default size for all sizes.
8614 Measurement Archive - Error when changing Phase Code

Changing phase code on measurement gave error message.
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